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81. INTRODUCTION 
LET G BE a topological group. By a G-ANR we mean a separable and metrizable 
G-space X with the following property: whenever B is a normal G-space and A is an 
invariant closed subspace of B. any G-map A +X can be extended over an invariant 
neighbourhood of A in B. When G is a compact Lie group it is known (see (1.4) and 
(1.6) of [Sl) that any smooth compact manifold on which G acts smoothly is a 
G-A NR. 
The fixed point set of a G-space X with respect to a subgroup H of G is denoted 
by XH. For any space A. the maps A *X” correspond precisely to the G-maps 
G/H x A + X. It follows, in particular, that if X is a G-ANR then XH is an ANR for 
all H C G. 
When X and Y are G-spaces a G-map f: X + Y determines a map f”: X” + Y H 
of the fixed point sets for all subgroups H C G. If f is a G-homotopy equivalence then 
f” is a homotopy equivalence for all H. In Ch. II of [l] Bredon gives a converse of 
this in the case when G is finite, subject to certain restrictions on X and Y (cf. also 
Matumoto[5]). The purpose of the present note is to establish 
THEOREM (I .I). Let G be a compact Lie group. and let X. Y be G-ANR’s. Then a 
G-map f: X + Y is a G-homotopy equivalence if the map fH: XH + Y” is a homotopy 
equivalence for all closed subgroups H of G. 
COROLLARY (1.2). Let G be a compact Lie group, and let X be a G-ANR. Then X is 
G-contractible if XH is contractible for all closed subgroups H of G. 
No such theorems hold if G is not compact: we give an example at the end. 
In some applications it is desirable to have pointed versions of these results. These 
are immediate consequences, however, since for G-ANR’s a G-homotopy 
equivalence which is a pointed G-map is always a pointed G-homotopy equivalence. 
This can be seen. for example, by an equivariant version of the argument used in 810 
of [3]. 
The main result of [9] can readily be deduced from (1.2) since if X is the unitary 
group of the G-Hilbert space then X” is a product of unitary groups of Hilbert spaces; as 
shown in Prop. 3 of [9], and hence contractible by the main result of Kuiper[41. 
Suppose that the G-map f: X-, Y is a G-fibration, i.e. has the G-homotopy lifting 
property for a suitable class of G-spaces. Then fH: XH + Y” is a fibration, in a 
similar sense, for all closed subgroups H of G, and it seems reasonable to ask whether 
this necessary condition for a G-fibration is also sufficient. A result of this kind for G 
finite is given by Bredon in III. 4.1 of [ I], but the general question remains open, so far 
as we are aware. 
92. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we work in the category Top, of spaces over a given space B. We 
regard B x T. for any space T, as a space over B by the first projection. If E is a 
space over B with projection p: E --, B then any subspace E’C E is regarded as a 
space over B with projection p/E’. If A is a subspace of B then E,, or EIA denotes 
the space p-‘A over A with projection pA defined by p. Similarly if 4: E --, F is a map 
over B then 4A: EA + FA denotes the map over A which is given by 4. 
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We describe a space B as fully normal if the product B x T is normal for all cubes 
T = I” (n = 0. I.. . .). This is the case, for example, if B is paracompact. Let B be 
fully normal. We say that a space E over B has the section neighbourhood extension 
property (SNEP) if whenever we have a closed subspace A of B and section s: 
A + EA there exists a neighbourhood V of A such that s can be extended to a section 
V+ E,. For example, if E is a fibre bundle over B with structural group G and fibre a 
G-ANR then E has the SNEP. We say that E has the full SNEP if E x T has the 
SNEP over B x T for all cubes T. Clearly if E has the SNEP or full SNEP then so 
does EIB’ for any closed subspace B’ of B. We prove 
LEMMA (2.1). Let E be a space over B with full SNEP. Let f: B + E be a section and let 
g,: A --* E be a vertical homotopy off IA, where A is a closed subspace of B. Then g, can be 
extended to a vertical homotopy f, off. 
The given section f and the vertical homotopy g, define a section of E x I over 
BXOUAxZCBxZ.BytheSNEPofExZoverBxZthisextendstoasectionk: 
V+ E X I for some neighbourhood V of B x 0 UA x I in B x I. By Urysohn’s lemma 
there exists a retraction p: B x Z + V over B. The vertical homotopy required is given 
by kp: BxZ+Exi. Wealso need 
LEMMA (2.2). Let E be a space over B with full SNEP. Let fO, f ,: B --* E be sections 
and let g,: A *-E be a vertical homotopy of fOIA into f,lA, where A is a closed 
subspace of B. Then there exists a neighbourhood U of A in B such that g, can be 
extended to a vertical homotopy of fOIU into f,llJ. 
For fO. f, and g, combine to produce a section of E X I over B x Z UA x I C B X I. 
By the SNEP of E x I over B x Z this extends to some neighbourhood V of 
B x Z UA x Z in B x I. Choose a neighbourhood U of A in B such that U x Z C V. 
Restriction of the extension of h to U x Z determines a vertical homotopy of fOIU into 
f,lU extending g, as required. 
Let E be a space over B with full SNEP. Given a section g: A-, E. where A is a 
closed subspace of B. consider the set n(B. E: g) of classes of sections f: B + E 
extending g. Here the classification is by vertical homotopy rel A. 
It follows from (2.1) that a vertical homotopy g,: A-, E determines a function 
2: n(B. E; go)-, r(B, E: g,). 
Here g denotes the section of E x Z over A x Z determined by g,. in the usual way. 
and the value of 2 on the class of a section f: B + E extending go is defined to be the 
class of 4,. where 41: B + E is a vertical homotopy of f extending g,. A further 
application of (2.1) shows that the class of 4, is independent of the choice of 4, and. 
for given g,. depends only on the class of f. Thus g^ is well defined. 
This construction is a straightforward generalization to Top, of the corresponding 
construction for Top, given in 5 IO of [3]. and by following the line of argument used to 
prove Theorem (10.5) of[3] we see that g is always bijective: an inverse function is 
given by reversing the direction of the vertical homotopy. 
Now let E. E’ be spaces over B with full SNEP and let 5, n: E + E’ be maps over 
B. Suppose that we have a homotopy k over B of 5 into 7. Let g: A -+ E be a section. 
Then 
(0 x I))-& = T*, 
as shown in the following diagram. 
(2.3) 
,;,d% E:&) 
dB, E: g) 
.*L 
L (kkxl))’ 
dB. E: r/g) 
This remark leads to 
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LEMMA (2.4). Let E, F be spaces over B with full SNEP. If 4: E + F is a homotopy 
equivalence over B then 
d*: 7r(B. E; g) - dB. F; 4s) 
is bijective. 
For let (I be a homotopy inverse of 4 and let k be a homotopy of the identity into 
I,!+ By (2.3) we have 
4*4* = ($M)* = (kk x 1))7* = (kk x I))-. 
as shown below 
ILIYX I II- 
7r(B. E: g) + r(B. E: rL4g) 
& 4 
r(B, E: 4s) 
Thus d* has a left inverse and +* has a right. Similarly the other way round. Hence 
& is bijective. as asserted. 
83. THE r PROPERTY 
Let B be fully normal, as before. Let E, F be spaces over B with full SNEP and 
let 4: E+ F be a map over B. We say that 4 has the I property if for all closed 
subspaces A of B and sections g: A + E, f: B + E such that flA = 4g there exists a 




h,// 4 / / 
B’-F 
f 
We say that C$ has the full r property if 4 X I: E X T+ F x T has the I property over 
B x T for all cubes T. Clearly if r$ has this property 4 induces a bijection between the 
sets of vertical homotopy classes of sections of E and F. By (2.4) we have at once 
PROPOSITION (3.1). Let E, Fbespaces overB with full SNEP. If 4: E + Fis a homotopy 
equivalence over B then c.$ has the full T property. 
Next we prove 
PROPOSITION (3.2). Let E, Fbe spaces overB with full SNEP, and let c$: E + Fbea map 
over B. Suppose fhat be9 and &_a- have the full r property for some closed subspace B’ of 
B. Then C$ has the full r property. 
It is sufficient to prove that 4 has the I property if &. and &_a. have the I 
property, since the corresponding assertion for the full I property then follows by 
applying this result to the map 4 x 1: E x T-, F x T over B x T. 
Let f: B -+ F and g: A + E be sections such that 4g = f/A, where A is a closed 
subspace of B. By the I property of &, we can extend g(A nB’ to a section hg, of 
EIB’ such that flB’ and 4B.hS. are vertically homotopic rel A nB’. So f/A UB' and 
4ALB.hALB. are vertically homotopic rel A, where h AUB’ is the section of E/A UB' given 
by g on A and by hs, on B’. 
By the SNEP we can extend hAUB’ to a section hu of EIU for some neighbourhood 
U of A UB’ in B. Then fu and buhu are sections of EJU which coincide on A and are 
vertically homotopic rel A on A UB'. Hence, by (2.2). they are vertically homotopic 
rel A on a neighbourhood V of A U B' in B. Let WC V be a closed subspace of B 
containing A UB' in its interior. By (2.1) we can deform f vertically rel A into a 
section f’ of F such that f’l W = &h, where hw = hv( W. 
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Now use the r property of &_R. to extend /I&_,, to a section hses. of EJB - B’ 
such that /‘IS - B’ and ~~~~ he-s, are vertically homotopic ret A - B’. The sections !I,+ 
and hB-H. together define a section h of E which extends the given section g. 
Furthermore f’ and b/t are vertically homotopic rel A. since /‘I W = 4whw. But f is 
vertically homotopic to f’. rel A. and so f is vertically homotopic to 4h. rel A. as 
required. 
We shall also need 
PRoPoSITIoN (3.3). Let E. F be spaces ocer B with full SNEP. Suppose that 
B = B’UB”. where B’. B” ure open subspaces of B. if 4 has the full r property over 
B’. B” and B’ n B” then & has the full r property orer B. 
For let A be a closed subspace of B and let g: A -+ E, f: B + F be sections such 
that f/A = 4~. Let g’: A’-,E. f’: B’+ F. and g”: A”-* E. f”: B”+ F be defined by 
restriction, where A’ = A nB and A” = A rlB”. Choose sections h’: B’+ E and h”: 
B”+ E extending g’ and g”, respectively. such that f’ and 4h’ are vertically homotopic 
rel A’. while f” and 4h” are vertically homotopic rel A”. Then choose vertical 
homotopies k;: B’+ F rel A’ off’ into bh’ and k:: B”-, F rel A’ of f” into 4h”. Since 
f’lC = F”IC. h w ere C = B’ n B”. we can construct from k; and k’; a vertical homotopy 
k,: C-, F rel C nA of +h’lC into bh”IC. 
Consider the corresponding section k: C x I + F x I. By the full r property of d 
over C there exists a section I: C x I * E x I. agreeing with I: x I on (C n A) x I. with 
iz’ on C x 0 and with h” on C x I. such that k and (4 x I)/ are vertically homotopic rel 
(C fl A) x I UC x i. Since B is normal there exists a Urysohn function p: B -+ I with 
value 0 on B’- C = X - B”. I on 8” - C = X - B’. A section h: B + E extending g 
can be constructed by using h’ on B’- C. h”- C. and 
h(s) = l,,.,,(x) (X E C) 
on C = B’ fl B”. Moreover a vertical homotopy rel A of f into 4h can be constructed 
similarly. This proves (3.3). 
We use (3.3) to prove 
PROPOSITION (3.4). Let B he a fully flonnal space which is the union of a countable 
sequence of opelI subspaces 
B,cB:C... cB,c... 
Let E. F be spaces ocer B )tsith full SNEP. Let 4: E + F be a map over B such that 4 
has the full r property orer Bi for all i. Then 4 has the full r propeny ocer B. 
Following Milnor[6] (Appendix) we replace B by the telescope 
recall that the natural projection BT + B is a homotopy equivalence over B. Note that 
any closed subspace A of B is the union of the open subspaces 
A,cA2C...CA;C... 
where Ai = A nBi; moreover the natural projection (BT. Ar)+(B, A) is a homotopy 
equivalence over (B. A). Hence (3.4) will follow once we have shown that 9 X 1: 
E x [0, m)+ F x [0, CQ) has the full r property over BT. 
Now 4 has the full r property over Bi. by hypothesis. and hence 4 X 1 has the full 
r property over Bi x I for any interval J c [O. m). Let S+-C BT denote the union of the 
disjoint open subspaces 
Bi-1 X (i - Z/3. i] U Bi X [i, i + 2/3) 
for all even values of i. Let B;c BT denote the similar union for odd values of i. 
Clearly q5 x 1 has the full r property over B+nB ‘;. Also 4 x 1 has the full r property 
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over B; and By, by (3.2). Hence 4 x I has the full F property over Br = BjU B’;. by 
(3.3). and the proof of (3.4) is complete. 
04. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
Throughout this section we take G to be a compact Lie group and we confine our 
attention to Huusdorff G-spaces. For any G-space X the stabilizer of a point x E X is 
a closed subgroup denoted by G,. The stabilizers of all points of the orbit Gx form a 
conjugacy class, known as the orbit type of Gx. 
Given G-spaces X. Y let (X: Y) denote the orbit space WIG, where W is the 
subspace of X x Y consisting of pairs (x. y) such that G, C G,. This space (X: Y) has 
a natural projection onto YJG, and the fibre over an orbit Gy is the fixed point set XGr. 
A G-map f: Y +X determines a section f’: Y/G +(X: Y) of the natural projection. 
where f’(Gy) = G(fy, y). In this way a I-l correspondence is obtained between 
G-maps and sections, and similarly with homotopies. For since Y is Hausdorff the 
map pr X id: W --, Y x W is closed, and since G is compact the map id x pr: Y x W + 
Y X W/G is closed. Hence the composition of these maps embeds W as a closed 
subspace of Y x W/G. It follows that the diagram shown below, which is obviously 




Thus a l-l correspondence is defined between the sections of WIG + Y/G and the 
G-sections of W + Y. Since the latter are equivalent to G-maps Y + X our assertion 
follows at once. We use this correspondence to prove 
LEMMA (4.1). If Y is a fully normal G-space and X is a G-ANR then (X: Y) has 
the full SNEP us a space over Y/G. 
To see this. observe that any closed subspace of. Y/G is of the form Y’/G. where 
Y’ is a closed invariant subspace of Y. Moreover any section of (X: Y) over Y’/G is 
given by a G-map Y’+X as described above. Since X is a G-ANR we can extend 
this G-map to an invariant neighbourhood V. say, of Y’ in Y. and thus obtain a 
section of (X: Y) over V/G. This shows that (X: Y) has the SNEP over Y/G. The 
same result with X x T. Y x T instead of X, Y shows that (X: Y) has the full SNEP. 
If f: X + Y is a G-map then f x I induces a map 
f*: (X: Z)-*(Y: 2) 
of spaces over Z/G, for any G-space 2. Note that fx maps the flbres over an orbit GI 
by fH:XH+YH, where H = G,. We shall prove 
PROPOSITION (4.2). Let X and Y be G-ANR’s and suppose that fH is a homotopy 
equivalence for all isotropy subgroups H = G, of Z, a separable and metn’zuble G-space. 
Then 
fir: (X: Z)- (Y: Z) 
has the full r property over ZIG, and hence 
is bijective. 
f*: PG(zx)- r&Z. Y) 
Here TG denotes the set of G-homotopy classes of G-maps. Our main result (1.1) 
is an immediate consequence. 
First suppose (case I) that only one orbit type occurs in Z. Then Z constitutes a 
fibre bundle over Z/G. by (5.8) of[2]; the fibre over G,. for any z E Z, can be identified 
with G/H, where H = G,, and the structural group with N/H, where N denotes the 
normalizer of H in G. Now N/H acts on A H, for any G-space A, and the associated 
bundle 
AH x,Hz 
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with this fibre can be identified with (A: 2). as a space over Z/G, under the obvious 
map. 
In this case, therefore, we can regard (X: Z) and (Y: Z) as fibre bundles over Z/G, 
which is numerably contractible. By hypothesis, the fibre-preserving map f* deter- 
mines a homotopy equivalence of the fibres over each of the orbits. Hence f# is a fibre 
homotopy equivalence, by Dold’s theorem. and so (4.2) in this case follows from (3.1) 
and (4.1). 
Next suppose (case II) that only a finite number of orbit types occur in Z, say 
[H,l.. . . . [Hn], where HI.. . . . H, C G. We partially order the types, in the usual way. 
SO that if i < j then Hi contains no subgroup conjugate to Hi. Let Zj C Z (j = 1,. . . , n) 
denote the subset of points where the stabilizer is conjugate to H, for some i c j. Then 
Zj is closed and ZI C . . . C Z. = Z. Also only one orbit type occurs in Z,, Zz- Z,, 
. . . , Z,, -Z,-,. In this case, therefore, our result follows from case I using (3.2) 
above. 
Next suppose (case III) that the orbit structure of Z is locally finite. Then there 
exists an invariant open covering {V,} of Z such that only finitely many conjugacy 
classes of isotropy groups occur in each V,. Using the well-known argument of 
Milnor, quoted in (1.82) of [8], we construct an expanding sequence of invariant open 
sets0= VOC V,C... covering Z such that Vi = Vi_, U W; for i > 0. where Wi = I-I W, 
I3 
is the disjoint union of a family of open sets Wjs each contained in some U,. Now fl: 
(X: Wio)+( Y: W,) has the full r property, by case II. since only finitely many orbit 
types occur. Since 
(X: Wi)=IJ(X: Wi@)*(Y: Wi)=LI(Y: W@) 
it follows at once that fl: (X: W;)+( Y: Wi) has the full r property, and hence that fr: 
(X: Vi)+( Y: V,) has the full r property, by (3.3). Hence f+: (X: Z)+ (Y: Z) has the 
full r property, by (3.4). which establishes (4.2) in the locally finite case. 
Finally we turn to the general case. where no restriction is placed on the orbit 
structure of Z. Write Z = Z, U Z, U . . . U Zd. where d = dim (G) and Zi = {z E Zldim’ 
(G,) = i}. By (3.10) of [7], for any z E Z the stabilizer G,, is conjugate to a subgroup of G, 
for all z’ in some neighbourhood of z. Hence the orbit structure in each Zi is locally finite, 
since any compact Lie group H contains only a finite number of closed subgroups with 
the same dimension as H. Hence fg (X: Zi) + (Y: Zi) (i = 0.1,. . . , d) has the full r 
property, by case III. Hence f+: (X: Z)+( Y: Z) has the full r property by (3.2), since 
Zi U Zi+l U e e e U Zd is closed. This completes the proof of (4.2) and hence of (1.1). 
of (1.1). 
Example. The following shows that (1.1) can break down when G is no longer 
compact. Take X = S’ = R/Z and Y = S’ x R. Take G = R. acting trivially on X and 
acting on Y through a. (b, c) = (b + ac, c). Embed X in Y so that b E X corresponds 
to (b. 0) E Y. Then X ” = X for all H C G and Y” = Y or X according as H is trivial 
or not. The inclusion X + Y satisfies the hypotheses of (1.1) but is not a G-homotopy 
equivalence since any G-map Y +X factors through the contractible space Y/G. 
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